Determining the effect of an invasive species on enzootic pathogen dynamics is critical for understanding both human epidemics and wildlife epizootics. Theoretical models suggest that when a naïve species enters an established host–parasite system, the new host may either reduce ('dilute') or increase ('spillback') pathogen transmission to native hosts. There are few empirical data to evaluate these possibilities, especially for animal pathogens. Buggy Creek virus (BCRV) is an arthropod-borne alphavirus that is enzootically transmitted by the swallow bug (Oeciacus vicarius) to colonially nesting cliff swallows (Petrochelidon pyrrhonota). In western Nebraska, introduced house sparrows (Passer domesticus) invaded cliff swallow colonies approximately 40 years ago and were exposed to BCRV. We evaluated how the addition of house sparrows to this host–parasite system affected the prevalence and amplification of a bird-associated BCRV lineage. The infection prevalence in house sparrows was eight times that of cliff swallows. Nestling house sparrows in mixed-species colonies were significantly less likely to be infected than sparrows in single-species colonies. Infected house sparrows circulated BCRV at higher viraemia titres than cliff swallows. BCRV detected in bug vectors at a site was positively associated with virus prevalence in house sparrows but not with virus prevalence in cliff swallows. The addition of a highly susceptible invasive host species has led to perennial BCRV epizootics at cliff swallow colony sites. The native cliff swallow host confers a dilution advantage to invasive sparrow hosts in mixed colonies, while at the same sites house sparrows may increase the likelihood that swallows become infected.
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### 1. INTRODUCTION
A major question in the study of infectious disease dynamics is what effect an increased number of potential host species may have on pathogen transmission [1–6]. One way that host diversity may increase is through introduction of invasive species [7]. However, the effect of an invasive host species on established host–pathogen systems is difficult to predict. With vector-borne viruses, less competent invasive species may dampen transmission through the dilution effect, in which invasives deflect vector meals away from more competent native hosts [1,5,8]. The idea behind the dilution effect goes back to early suggestions that the presence of cattle may reduce malarial and viral infections in humans [9,10]. Recent work has shown negative correlations between viral pathogen prevalence and species diversity of vertebrate hosts [11–14], and that an invasive host can reduce transmission of pathogens among native hosts [15].

Alternatively, if a vertebrate host entering a new environment proves to be a more competent amplifying host than native species, transmission of pathogens among enzootic maintenance hosts and vectors can increase through ‘spillback’ from the invasive to the native host [6]. This scenario has not been definitively documented in any natural system to date, although considerable indirect evidence indicates that it may be a common way in which invasive hosts impact native host–parasite transmission dynamics [6].

Buggy Creek virus (BCRV, Togaviridae, Alphavirus) is an arthropod-borne virus (arbovirus) that occurs in enzootic cycles involving its avian host, the cliff swallow (Petrochelidon pyrrhonota), and its only known vector, the ectoparasitic swallow bug (Hemiptera: Cimicidae: Oeciacus vicarius). Unlike most arboviruses that have multiple enzootic vertebrate hosts and insect vectors [16–20], BCRV has been isolated only from swallow bugs and birds associated directly with cliff swallow nests [21–26]. Within the last century, introduced house sparrows (Passer domesticus) have moved into cliff swallow nesting colonies in many parts of North America, and in the process sparrows have encountered swallow bugs that feed on them as an alternative source of blood meals. These bugs have exposed sparrows to BCRV and therefore have enabled the virus to exploit a novel and taxonomically distant avian host. BCRV occurs in two different lineages in the Great Plains that differ by up to 6 per cent at the
nucleotide level [27,28]; one of these lineages is selectively transmitted to vertebrate hosts, while the other circulates predominately in the vectors [29,30].

BCRV offers a rare opportunity to compare and contrast the roles of a natural versus an introduced host in virus amplification and to examine how co-occurrence of these two hosts potentially either enhances or reduces transmission of the bird-adapted lineage in this relatively simple host–pathogen system. Our specific objectives are to compare for each avian host: (i) age-related infection prevalence, (ii) level of viraemia, (iii) relative exposure to vectors, and (iv) the extent to which prevalence of virus infection in bugs predicts that in the vertebrate hosts.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

(a) Study organisms and study area

Cliff swallows are highly colonial, migratory passerines that breed across much of western North America [31]. They build gourd-shaped mud nests on the sides of cliff faces, inside highway and railroad culverts, and underneath bridges. The nests persist from year to year and are frequently re-used by cliff swallows for multiple seasons [32]. Swallows arrive in our study area early in May and typically raise a single brood, with most nestlings fledging by mid July. Individual colonies are highly synchronous and are quickly vacated by swallows after the nestlings fledge. Nestlings are in the nest for about 26 days before fledging [31].

House sparrows were introduced repeatedly into North America beginning in the 1850s [33] and are now widely dispersed and found mainly in peridomestic settings. Sparrows are semi-colonial, often forming aggregations of 2–20 nests in close proximity. They are sedentary, remaining at or near breeding sites year-round [34]. House sparrows are multi-brooded, with nesting in our study area beginning in late April and ending in late July; peak egg-laying periods are in mid May, late June and late July. New broods start soon after earlier ones fail or fledge. Nestlings fledge at 14–17 days of age [34]. Sparrows evict cliff swallows from their mud nests or occupy abandoned nests in colonies where cliff swallows are either present or absent.

The swallow bug is a haematophagous nest-based ectoparasite, and as many as 2600 bugs have been found in a single cliff swallow nest [32]. Swallow bugs are long-lived and can survive without a blood meal for up to 3 years [35,36]. Bugs feed on birds mostly at night and cluster on the outside of active nests during the day after blood feeding.

BCRV is a single-stranded, positive-sense RNA alphavirus in the western equine encephalomyelitis virus (WEEV) antigenic complex [23,27,28]. This virus is ecologically distinct from other alphaviruses in that it is transmitted by swallow bugs rather than mosquitoes [23,25,37,38]. Prevalence of BCRV in swallow bugs averages approximately 25 per cent of bug pools over our study area and across different years [24,26,39]. The two lineages (A and B) of the virus are ecologically distinct, with lineage A more likely to be found at colony sites containing only house sparrows or at mixed-species colonies, and lineage B at sites with only cliff swallows [29,40].

Our study area is a 60 × 200 km area largely contiguous with the North and South Platte rivers in western Nebraska, USA, and is centred at the Cedar Point Biological Station (41°13′ N, 101°39′ W) in Keith County [32]. About 170 cliff swallow colony sites in this study area are occupied to varying degrees by only cliff swallows, cliff swallows and house sparrows together, or only house sparrows. In the summers of 2006–2008, we studied cliff swallows and house sparrows at colonies situated in concrete culverts beneath highways or railroads and on the sides of bridges. We determined, by checking nest contents, whether each colony site studied contained both species or only one. Information on construction dates of bridges or culverts used as nesting sites was provided by the Nebraska Department of Roads or by our knowledge of when structures first appeared and were first used by sparrows and/or swallows.

(b) Field sampling

Adult and fledged juvenile cliff swallows and house sparrows were captured in mist nets at 22 colony sites during the summers of 2006–2008. No colony was visited (and thus no bird was sampled) more than once per 4 day interval. All netted birds and nestlings taken from nests (see below) were banded with a United States Geological Survey band and bled by either brachial (2006) or jugular (2007–2008) venipuncture with a 29-gauge insulin syringe; 0.1 ml of blood was placed in 0.4 ml of BA-1 virus diluent [26]. Birds were either released or returned to their nest after sampling. Blood samples were stored on wet ice in the field, returned to the laboratory, clarified by centrifugation and the supernatant stored at −70°C until analysis. Adult birds recaptured during or between seasons were re-sampled.

In 2006–2007, cliff swallow and house sparrow nests were examined for eggs in 31 colonies. Nests containing eggs were identified and numbered, then visited every 2–4 days to determine hatch date and then nestling age. In 2008, we sampled only house sparrow nestlings and used our prior experience with nestlings to estimate age. Nestlings of both species aged 4–17 days were bled one to two times during the nestling period. To examine potential age effects on infection prevalence, we classified nestlings aged 4–6 days as 'young' and those 7–17 days as 'old', because in both species nestlings at about 7 days start to preen (C. Brown & V. O'Brien 1983–2010, personal observation), and thus they might be exposed to fewer swallow bugs (and virus) once this behaviour begins.

We counted swallow bugs clustering on the outside of active cliff swallow and house sparrow nests as a measure of bug parasitism; this was done by visually examining the exterior of each nest with a flashlight [41]. We collected bugs for virus testing from active cliff swallow nests by brushing bugs off the nest exterior into a wide-mouthed collecting jar. Too few bugs were found on the outside of sparrow nests to provide appropriate pool sizes (greater than or equal to 50 bugs) for virus testing. Instead, for house sparrow nests (that contained nestlings we had sampled), we removed the nest from the substrate, fostered the nestlings to an adjacent nest, placed the entire nest into a plastic bag and later picked through the nest chunks with forceps to harvest bugs. Bugs brushed off the outside of nests and found in collected nestlings were sorted into pools of 100 while alive and the pools stored at −70°C until processing [25,26].

(c) Virus detection and determining titres

Processing of swallow bugs and bird sera for virus detection is described in Brown et al. [25] and O'Brien et al. [42]. RNA was extracted, and RT–PCR performed on each sample using the methods of Moore et al. [26]. Samples that were initially BCRV-positive by RT–PCR were subjected to
plaque assay in Vero cells, as described by Brown et al. [43]. Viraemia titres were determined for bird sera by serial 10-fold dilution. Titres were measured only for birds that had become infected (or had hatched) within the previous 4 days, these individuals having been negative for BCRV at earlier ages. Plaques as evidence of cytopathic effect (CPE) were scored on day 3 after Vero cell infection and titre expressed as plaque-forming units per microlitre (PFU ml$^{-1}$). Samples that did not show CPE were subjected to re-extraction and RT–PCR to confirm the presence of viral RNA in the sample.

(d) Serology

Swallow and sparrow sera were screened for antibodies to BCRV with an enzyme immunoassay (EIA) developed for BCRV using the methods of Chiles & Reisen [44]. EIA-positives were identified using Nebraska BCRV, isolated from a swallow bug pool and passaged once in Vero cells, as antigen. Positive EIAs had a ratio of the mean optical density of two antigen-positive wells divided by an antigen-negative well greater than 2.0. EIA-positive samples were confirmed with a plaque reduction neutralization test (PRNT) on Vero cell culture. PRNT$_{90}$ titres greater than or equal to 20 were considered to indicate previous exposure to BCRV.

(c) Data analysis

For analysing prevalence, samples were considered BCRV-positive if they met either of the two criteria: (i) RT–PCR-positive on initial screening and confirmed by plaque assay ($\geq 1.7 \log_{10}$ PFU ml$^{-1}$), or (ii) RT–PCR-positive on initial screening, negative by plaque assay and positive by RT–PCR on second screening. For individuals sampled more than once, if virus-negative, the bird was included in each age category at which it was sampled; if virus-positive, it was included only for the age at which it was first positive and not included at all for later ages. Mean virus titres were calculated from log-transformed values for descriptive comparisons. Analyses of prevalence classified each nest as either positive (greater than or equal to 1 nestling-positive at some time) or negative (no nestlings ever positive), given that infection of one nestling in a brood led to a significantly higher likelihood of other nestlings in the same nest also being positive for BCRV [45]. Nest prevalence data were aggregated by colony site and means across sites presented.

3. RESULTS

(a) Virus prevalence

A total of 968 cliff swallow and 1267 house sparrow serum samples were tested for BCRV in 2006–2008. Overall, BCRV prevalence by individuals across all colonies and years was 1.9 per cent in cliff swallows and 14.9 per cent in house sparrows (figure 1a). There was age structure in virus prevalence, with nestlings of both cliff swallows ($\chi^2 = 5.6, p = 0.02$) and house sparrows ($\chi^2 = 37.0, p < 0.0001$) more likely to be BCRV-positive than fledged juveniles and adults, who were rarely infected (figure 1a). However, virus prevalence did not differ between young and old nestlings (4–6 days versus 7–17 days) for either cliff swallows ($\chi^2 = 3.0, p = 0.09$) or house sparrows ($\chi^2 = 1.34, p = 0.25$), and therefore further analyses of nestlings do not include age.

Species composition of a colony had an effect on BCRV prevalence in nestlings (figure 1b). House sparrow nests per colony site had significantly higher BCRV prevalence (measured as the percentage of nests with greater than or equal to 1 nestling positive per nest) than did cliff swallow nests per site in single-species colonies (Wilcoxon test; $Z = 3.03, p = 0.002$) but not when the species occurred in mixed-species colonies ($Z = 1.03, p = 0.30$; figure 1b). Virus prevalence per site was significantly lower in house sparrow nests in mixed-species colonies than in sparrow nests in single-species colonies (Wilcoxon test; $Z = 1.97, p = 0.045$); for cliff swallows, prevalence by nest per site was five times higher in mixed-species colonies than in single-species colonies, but the difference was not significant ($Z = 1.13, p = 0.26$; figure 1b).

(b) Seroprevalence

For evidence of past exposure, we tested 394 cliff swallows from 2006 for BCRV antibodies, including older
nestlings (n = 97), fledged juveniles (n = 65) and adults (n = 232). Of these, 13(3.3%) were positive by EIA (eight nestlings, two juveniles and three adults), but only seven were confirmed by PRNT. We tested 181 samples from 154 adult and 11 juvenile house sparrows captured in 2008; overall seroprevalence for house sparrows was 20.6% (29 adults and one juvenile). Most EIA-positive swallow samples (93.8%, n = 32) were confirmed by PRNT. House sparrows were significantly more likely to show BCRV antibodies whether we considered all EIAs as true-positives (χ² = 45.2, p < 0.0001) or restricted the analysis to only PRNT-positives (χ² = 51.4, p < 0.0001).

Species composition of a colony did not affect seroprevalence in either species. The percentage of seropositive cliff swallows in five single-species colonies (4.4%, n = 113) did not differ significantly from the percentage in three mixed-species colonies (2.9%, n = 279; χ² = 0.49, p = 0.48). The percentage of seropositive house sparrows in six single-species colonies (21.3%, n = 89) did not differ significantly from the percentage in eight mixed-species colonies (15.5%, n = 90; χ² = 1.07, p = 0.30).

(c) CPE and virus titres

Nestling house sparrow sera positive for BCRV by RT–PCR were more frequently cytopathic in Vero cells (77.7% CPE, n = 180) than BCRV-positive cliff swallow sera (35.7% CPE, n = 14; χ² = 12.2, p < 0.0001). The frequency with which sera were cytopathic in house swallows did not vary significantly with whether the colony was single-species (77.2%, n = 101) or mixed-species (78.5%, n = 79; χ² = 0.04, p = 0.84), nor did this frequency in nestling cliff swallows vary with whether the colony was single-species (40.0%, n = 5) or mixed-species (33.3%, n = 9; χ² = 0.06, p = 0.80). No sera from BCRV-positive adult/juvenile house swallows (n = 4) or cliff swallows (n = 4) were cytopathic. The mean (± s.e.) maximum virus titres in nestling house swallows (n = 132) were 4.6 (±0.2) and 9.1 log₁₀ PFU ml⁻¹, respectively, and in nestling cliff swallows (n = 5) 3.3 (±0.8) and 5.6 log₁₀ PFU ml⁻¹, respectively. Because very few RT–PCR-positive cliff swallow samples exhibited plaque growth, we could not statistically compare titres between species. Among house swallows, mean titre (4.9 ± 0.2, n = 70) among those in single-species colonies did not differ significantly from that (4.3 ± 0.2, n = 62) in mixed-species colonies (Wilcoxon test, Z = -1.41, p = 0.16). In analysing mean virus titres in serum, we assumed that the sampling point in time following infection was random, and therefore means represent a comparative measure of viral load.

(d) Parasitism by bug vectors

Counts of swallow bugs on the nests differed strongly depending on the species occupying the nest; mean (± s.e.) bugs per nest per site was 150.8 (±30.7) bugs for cliff swallow nests (range 6.4–567.3 bugs, 20 colony sites), when compared to 5.8 (±2.6) bugs per nest per site for house sparrow nests (range 0–37.5 bugs, 15 colony sites). Mean bugs on cliff swallow nests at 12 mixed-species colonies (231.0 ± 54.7 bugs) was significantly higher than that on cliff swallow nests at eight single-species colonies (97.3 ± 28.3 bugs; Wilcoxon test, p = 0.019). Mean bugs on house sparrow nests at nine mixed-species colonies (4.1 ± 1.8 bugs) did not differ significantly from that on house sparrow nests at six single-species sites (8.3 ± 6.0 bugs; Wilcoxon test, p = 0.67).

For 11 colony sites containing house swallows that were studied in 2006–2008, we determined when the site was first used by swallows based on road construction history or personal observations. Dates ranged from 2 to 41 years ago, with a mean (± s.e.) time since first occupancy by house swallows of 16.6 (±4.1) years.

(e) Virus in vectors in relation to vertebrate hosts

Overall, BCRV prevalence in house swallows at a colony site was positively related to BCRV prevalence in bug pools collected from cliff swallow nests at the site (r = 0.74, p = 0.004, n = 13 colonies), whereas BCRV prevalence in cliff swallows was unrelated to virus prevalence in bug pools from cliff swallow nests at the site (r = 0.22, p = 0.36, n = 19 colonies). For entire house swallow nests (n = 24) collected from 13 colonies, in which all bugs in the nest were harvested and tested for BCRV, 20 (83.3%) had the same BCRV infection status in bugs (greater than or equal to 1 pool positive or all negative) as did the nestling swallows from the nest; this association was significant (χ² = 10.5, p = 0.001). At eight colonies where bugs from both species’ nests were tested for BCRV, the mean (± s.e.) virus prevalence in bug pools from house swallow nests per site was 48.4 per cent (±36.7), significantly greater than the prevalence of 15.2 per cent (±19.1) for bug pools from cliff swallow nests (paired t-test; t = 2.93, p = 0.019).

4. DISCUSSION

Strong differences were observed for this arbovirus in infection prevalence between the natural reservoir swallow host and the recently introduced sparrow host. Even though house swallows were exposed to far fewer swallow bugs than cliff swallows, on average swallows were almost eight times more likely to be detected as infected than were cliff swallows, and the swallows’ higher seroprevalence indicated higher levels of past infection among surviving birds. Colony composition influenced BCRV prevalence, with swallows showing significantly reduced prevalence, and swallows tending towards increased prevalence, when colonies contained both species relative to colonies with either species alone. The few swallows that produced detectable viraemias had lower titres than sparrows, and the reduced levels of cytopathicity in virus samples from swallows too may have reflected low titres that were below the plaque-assay detection threshold. The concordance between BCRV detected in bugs at a site with virus prevalence in house swallows there but not with that in swallows, and the higher virus prevalence in bugs from swallow nests than from swallow nests at the same site, indicates that house swallows routinely amplify BCRV to levels that can horizontally infect bug vectors, whereas cliff swallows do not.

This host–parasite system is complicated by the co-occurrence of two virus lineages in the study area and at times in the same colonies [29]. However, because BCRV lineage A is strongly associated with sites containing house swallows and is preferentially transmitted to
birds [30], our comparisons of virus prevalence in house sparrows in single-species versus mixed colonies, and in sparrows versus swallows in mixed colonies apply to this one lineage. Some of the reduction in virus prevalence in cliff swallows at single-species colonies could be because lineage B predominates at those sites; this lineage apparently circulates mostly in bugs and does not replicate well in avian hosts [29,40] and thus is likely irrelevant to vector–host transmission dynamics.

A consequence of the introduction of a highly competent host such as the house sparrow into an enzootic arbovirus system is that this host may select for horizontally transmitted virus genotypes adapted to replication in vertebrates [46–48]. The recent divergence of the two BCRV lineages dates to about when sparrows first began occupying swallow colonies, implicating the highly competent sparrow as a driver of this genetic change in the virus [28,29].

The suitability of the house sparrow as an amplifying host for BCRV presumably reflects the sparrow’s very recent encountering of this pathogen and its inherent susceptibility to alphaviruses [49,50]. Sparrows have been present in Nebraska since about 1900 [51], but they are exposed to BCRV only when occupying cliff swallow nests, which probably began in our study area in the 1960s as switches to nesting on human-built nest attachment sites, such as bridges and culverts near towns or cities where sparrows occur [32]. Some of our study colonies had been first occupied by house sparrows only 2 years earlier. At sites with only house sparrows and even with relatively low exposure to bugs there, virus prevalence in broods of sparrows was over 40 per cent and caused BCRV to become focally epizootic at such sites. Sparrows frequently succumb to virus infection, especially at younger ages [45], with virus typically isolated from brain tissue [52].

House sparrows benefited from co-occupancy of a colony site with cliff swallows: BCRV prevalence in swallow nests was about 60 per cent less at such sites than at swallow-only colonies. The presence of cliff swallows represents a dilution effect for sparrows both because (i) bugs prefer to parasitize swallows when available, as indicated by our counts of bugs on the two host species’ nests in mixed colonies, and (ii) the less-competent swallows deflect blood meals away from the more competent sparrows, reducing transmission of virus to other bugs and making maintenance at epizootic levels less likely. On the other hand, cliff swallows may facilitate BCRV epizootics in house sparrows by providing a majority of the blood meals for bugs at a site, creating a form of parasite-mediated competition, where a species that is not the main amplifying host provides major sustenance for the vector and allows vector persistence and pathogen transmission to the more susceptible host when the preferred host is unavailable or in low numbers [3,53,54]. That virus prevalence in nestling sparrows is directly related to BCRV in the bug vectors collected on cliff swallow nests suggests that the extent to which swallows sustain infected bugs will influence the likelihood of house sparrows being infected.

House sparrows may increase BCRV prevalence in cliff swallows by exposing swallows to more vectors and in so doing represent one of the few instances of pathogen spill-back [6] known. The increased numbers of bugs counted on cliff swallow nests in mixed colonies, relative to swallow-only colonies, suggests that swallows encounter more bugs when sparrows are present, and this alone may account for the trend towards higher virus prevalence in nestling swallows in mixed colonies. Bugs are more numerous at sites with sparrows, because the sedentary house sparrows facilitate overwinter survival of virus-infected bugs by allowing the bugs to feed earlier in the spring and later in the summer than would be possible at sites containing only migratory cliff swallows [40]. By serving as an alternative host for bugs, sparrows also promote bug survival when cliff swallows do not return to a given colony site in a summer, resulting in more bugs being present when cliff swallows return there in a later year. Introduced host species provide an alternative source of blood meals for vectors and may thus increase pathogen transmission (by increasing vector abundance) in other host–pathogen systems as well [2,55].

In addition, selection for the more virulent lineage A genotypes in the presence of sparrows, and the sparrows’ promoting overwinter survival specifically of lineage A virus [40] could represent spillover of sparrow-adapted virus to cliff swallows and account in part for the higher BCRV infection prevalence we found for swallow nests in mixed colonies. While the number of cliff swallows infected in mixed colonies remains relatively low and the difference in prevalence for swallows in mixed versus single-species colonies was not statistically significant, further work on how their exposure to the more bird-associated BCRV lineage in mixed colonies may result in cliff swallow pathology is warranted.

Enzootic arboviruses often occur in cryptic transmission cycles in which virus prevalence in both vectors and vertebrate hosts is often low, with little pathological effects of infection on the hosts [18–20,56–59]. BCRV appears to be a typical enzootic pathogen in the absence of house sparrows, with low infection prevalence among cliff swallows (e.g. in swallow-only colonies) and no observable morbidity or mortality in cliff swallows [45]. The virus has not been found in any vertebrate host except for cliff swallows and house sparrows occupying swallow nesting colonies [21,22] or in any vector other than the swallow bug. Thus, this virus is restricted to a narrow ecological niche that historically involved only one host and a vector that is largely a specialist on that host.

We do not know how long BCRV has been associated with cliff swallows and their ectoparasites, but the WEEV group of arboviruses collectively arose in the New World tropics about 1900–1300 years ago [60], providing an upper limit on how long BCRV may have been associated with cliff swallows. This time may have been long enough for swallows to evolve resistance to this pathogen, despite their current exposure to the (more recently evolved) bird-adapted BCRV lineage A in mixed colonies. The fact that prevalence of virus in the bug vectors was not related to prevalence in the cliff swallow host indicates a lack of effective BCRV transmission between bugs and swallows. This result could also reflect increased presence of lineage B virus in bugs at sites with only cliff swallows. Either possibility underscores the cliff swallow’s unsuitability as an amplifying host, which presumably caused the divergence of BCRV lineage B as a primarily bug-associated virus not dependent on amplification in
vertebrates [61]. Cliff swallows appear to be poor amplifying hosts for arboviruses in general; in an experimental infection study of St Louis encephalitis virus, the cliff swallow was the only completely refractory species tested [56]. With their greater exposure to horizontally transmitted parasites, highly colonial bird species such as cliff swallows may be better able to resist pathogens, in part, as a consequence of their investing more in immune defence than their more solitary relatives [62–64].

House sparrows occupying swallow colonies represent predictable spatial foci that contain many BCRV-susceptible nestlings each summer. All nestlings produced are probably susceptible to the virus, because frequent turnover among adult house sparrows at cliff swallow colony sites from year to year results in the continual immigration of breeders, not previously exposed to BCRV into these sites [45]. Even if a few infected nestlings survive to breed, there is no evidence that effective maternal antibodies to arboviruses are transmitted to nestling house sparrows [65,66]. As long as house sparrows continue to occupy cliff swallow colonies and come in contact with swallow bugs and BCRV, the large numbers of swallow nestlings produced each year should sustain perennial BCRV epizootics at these sites. Our results, and those of others [49,67,68], highlight the potential importance of nestling house sparrows in the population ecology of some arboviruses.

Our study shows that the addition of a susceptible vertebrate host species greatly increases overall prevalence of this vector-borne pathogen in its natural ecosystem. The regular BCRV epizootics in house sparrows may result in this vector being more likely to spillback into its native host or (if BCRV adapts to infecting more vagile blood-feeding arthropods such as mosquitoes) to spillover to other potential host species or different environments. The cliff swallow clearly confers a dilution advantage to sparrows that occupy mixed colonies, while at the same time sparrows may increase the likelihood that swallows become infected.

Procedures for the capture and blood sampling of wild birds were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Tulsa.
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